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As part ofinter-County Energy's efforts to provide reliable electric service, right-of-way 
maintenance and clearing is a necessary function of the Operation's Department. There 
are many trees within Inter-County Energy's service territory boundaries. Land owners 
and public agencies have an interest in these trees and of the trees' appearance in their 
communities. Trees are the property of land owners. Members convey the right of 
access to said property to repair and service its lines for distribution of electric energy 
when they apply for membership. Maintaining a vegetation free corridor for the 
distribution of electricity is a necessary requirement to provide quality service to its 
members. In keeping distribution lines dear of vegetation, safe working conditions are 
maintained for Inter County Energy employees, the pubhc risk of electJical contact is 
reduced, and reliability of electric service is improved. This vegetation management plan 
outlines maintenance practices and time tables to be used by Inter County Energy and its 
contractors. 

Inter County Energy consumers are served from 14 distribution substations operated and 
maintained by East Kentucky Power Cooperation. Inter County RUS 2018-year end 
form 7 indicates a total of 3,934 circuit miles including services, overhead primary, and 
underground primary conductor. 

Inter County Energy currently utilizes contract line clearing crews that include -various 
combinations of manpower and equipment. The current plan, based upon a Board 
approved budget, allocates most of the annual clearing to be performed on a per ciTcuit 
basis with smaller allocations given to time and material ("Hot Spot") clearing and 
growth slowing spray treatment. 

This revision is intended to improve our current practices and to make improvements in 
our efficiencies with cycle cutting, improved tracking and reporting procedures. We are 
striving to maintain a six-year cycle in which each circuit will be cleared in its entirety 
beginning at the substation and working to the ends. 

Line clearing standard practices will be as follows: 

l. The right-of-way Contractor shall begin at the substation with crews comprised of
various combinations of manpower and equipment deemed necessary to complete
that circuit i:n its entirety.

2. Focus must be maintained on dedicating crews to completing the cycle clearing in
a timely matter and those crews shall not be used for any other reason unless
approved by the VP of Engineering and Operations or the CEO.

3. Additional crews shall be dedicated to clearing trouble spots, new construction,
work plan items, or other clearing requirements on a time and material basis.
These crews, when available, can be used for the cycle clearing.



4. The Inter County Energy Maintenance Superintendent, with the help of the
Contractor, shall determine and schedule the needed number of spray crews in the
summer for spraying that right-of-way that has had one (1) complete growing
cycle since its last clearing and a respray of the cycle completed three (3) years
prior.

5. The Contractor, under the supervision of the Maintenance Superintendent, shall
strive to maintain a 2-week consumer notification and information for entry onto
the consumer's property.

6. Door hangers shall be utilized to ensure proper notification to those consumers
that were unable to be met by the Contractor and/or Representatives.

7. All right-of-way shall be cleared to conform to RUS standard Ml .300, ground to
sky, except for yard trees and special an-angements determined by the
Maintenance Superintendent.

8. All right-of-way must be trimmed or cut to maintain a minimum of 1 O' from 
phase to vegetation with no exception.

9. Service conductors are not to be included in the clearing unless there is a potential
danger to property or the public.

10. The Maintenance Superintendent shall coordinate the proposed clearing schedule
with the System Engineer to incorporate any circuit whose system perfonnance
indices show excessive outages resulting from vegetation issues.

11. The Maintenance Superintendent shall also coordinate the proposed clearing
schedule with the service men to ensure that certain areas that may have had faster
vegetation growth are considered in the plan.

12. The Maintenance Superintendent along with the Contractor shall provide weekly
repmting of the miles of single phase and multiphase clearing as well as
identifying trouble spots with consumers and/or yard trees. All clearing shall be
clearly identi fied on maps provided by engineering showing which sections of
line were cleared each week.

The following is the reconunended cycle schedule beginning in year 2018. This schedule 
is to be closely monitored and adjusted as required by the Maintenance Superintendent to 
ensure the six-year cycle is maintained while also taking care of consumer requests, work 
plan projects, and new construction right-of�way clearing needs. 



Multi- Single 
Total # of 

Substation Circuit phase Phase Cycle 
miles miles 

Miles Customers 

Sulphur 
Raywick 25.35 149.14 174.49 1400 1 

Creek 

Sulphur 
Howardstown 10.26 43.35 53.61 329 1 

Creek 

Sulphur 
New Hope 4.08 25.72 29.8 259 1 

Creek 

Peyton Store Jacktown 13.6 126.58 140.18 1183 1 

Perryville Battlefield 12.05 46,64 58.69 330 2 

Perryville Gravel Switch 23.64 123.SS 147.19 979 2 

Perryville M itche I lsb u rg 14.13 63.97 78.10 716 2 

Ballard Paradise Camp 4.06 17.97 22.03 490 2 

Toddville WDKY 8.98 38.81 47.79 523 2 

Peyton Store Little Soutti 5.44 40.54 45.98 208 2 

Ballard Toddville 6.77 15.22 21.99 352 3 

Toddville Bourne 7.96 39.16 47.12 519 3 

Ballard Wells Landing 3.75 19.96 23.71 517 3 

HT Adams Dixville 11.98 52.45 64.43 701 3 

Perryville Harrodsburg 14.66 43.63 58.29 474 3 

Lebanon Danville 17.41 132 149.41 1289 3 

Lebanon Lebanon 26.61 117.35 143.96 1865 3 

Loretto Holy Cross 12.56 46.56 59.12 S62 4 

Loretto Lebanon 11.79 35.93 47.72 507 4 

Loretto 
Spencer 

2.56 9.37 11.93 115 4 
Hamilton 

Loretto Makers Mark 2.02 4.73 6.75 63 4 

Shelby City Hustonville 12.63 46.72 59.35 1260 4 

Shelby City Alum Springs 20.01 60.68 80.69 1273 4 

Shelby City Stanford 16.45 48.98 65.43 753 4 

HT Adams Harrodsburg 13.11 26.78 39.89 645 4 

Peyton Store Hustonville 25.44 108.27 133.71 1113 4 

Shelby City Old 127 2.66 25.35 28.01 227 5 

Marion Ind Ky Hwy 208 3.74 5.83 9.57 115 5 

Marion Ind TBMK .67 0 .67 3 5 

Marion Ind Industrial 1.47 .24 1.71 9 5 

Lancaster Lexington Rd 19.90 68.76 88.66 908 5 

Lancaster Buckeye 14.45 95.67 110.12 756 5 

Lancaster Conns Lane 2.12 3.47 5.59 80 5 

Lancaster Old HWY52 2.33 1.68 4.01 23 5 

Garrard Gilbert 5.98 27.42 33.4 398 5 

Garrard Paint Lick 11.84 67.61 79.45 690 5 



Gooch Crab Orchard 17.51 75.14 92.65 890 5 

Gooch Fairgrounds 13.5 48.67 62.17 994 6 

Gooch Lancaster 11.04 35.28 46.32 887 6 

Gooch Danville 8.98 26.95 35.93 681 6 

Gooch Preachersville 21.05 102.68 123.73 1237 6 

Highland Ottenheim 14.27 78.53 92.8 957 6 

Highland Waynesburg 6.61 28.49 35.1 567 6 

Highland Green River 12.58 121 133.58 1292 6 

Note: Above numbers are subject to change. 

* Multi-phase *Single Phase *Total

miles miles MUes Customers 

Cycle 1 53.29 344.79 398.08 3171 

Cycle 2 68.30 331.48 399.78 3246 

Cycle 3 89.14 419.77 508.91 5717 

Cycle 4 116.57 388.02 504.59 6291 

Cycle 5 82.67 371.17 453.84 4099 

Cycle 6 88.03 441.6 529.63 6615 

Grand Total 498 2296.83 2794.83 29139 

* MiJes represent only primary conductor and does not include seconda ry conductors. 

This revision of Inter County Energy's vegetation management system is a result of years 
of experience within the Cooperative and input from like Cooperatives around the state. 
This program shall be reviewed annually to ensure the six-year cycle will be met and 
system reliability is maintained. 
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Appendix D: 

Natural Pruning 

This doCllment contai11.s iriformolion thaJ is proprietary to ECI.and Inter-County Energy CwperatlW!. Review 
or u.se by other parties Is proMbiled wdthou.tfirsl ofllalnlng wrlllen conse11tjrom EC! and Inter-County Eriergy 
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bnproper l,;,c11tiQUofeut 
Future growth is direoted 
roward lhc �oudu�rs. 

Natural Pruning 

Natural pruning rs a method by which branches are cut at a suitable parent limb 
back toward the center of the tree. The cut should be made as close as possible to 
the branch collar at the branch base, however the branch collar should not be 
injured or removed. Every branch has a branch bark ridge that separates the branch 
from the main stem. The cut should be made on the outer side of the ridge. If the cut 
is made on the inner side of the branch bark ridge, a "larger" wound will result that 
may inhibit the tre.es ability to naturally compartmentalize the wound, increasing 
wound closure time and the risk of entry for microorganisms. This method of pruning 
Is sometimes called "drop-crotch pruning", ·directional pruning n or "lateral pruning." 
Large branches should be removed to laterals at least one-third the diameter of the 
branch being removed. Natural pruning is especially adapted to the topping of large 
trees where a great deal of wood must be removed. 

In natural pruning, almost all cuts are made with a saw, and very little pole pruning 
work is required. This results in a. natural looking tree when finished, even if a large 
amount of wood has been removed. However, a hydraulic or manual pole pruner is 
required to trim those smaller laterals that cannot be properly trimmed using the 
pole saw and each crew shall be equipped with the necessary hydraulic pruners for 
lift crews and manual pruners for climbing craws. 

Natural pruning is also directional pruning, since it tends to guide the growth of the 
tree away from the wires. Stubbing or pole-clip clearance, on the other hand, tends 
to promote rapid sucker growth right back Into the conductors. 11 is important to 
remember that natura! pruning does work, and that two or three pruning cycles done 
in this manner will bring about an ideal situation for both the utility and the tree 
owner. Most shade trees lend themselves easily to this type of pruning. 

Natural pruning techniques should be used for top pruning, side pruning, under 
pruning, and combinations as described on the following pages. 

Th/J doc11me1Jt C(}n/ains information that is proprietary u, ECI and lnler-Cormt)I Entrrgy Cooperadve. Review 
or i.se by otlier parlie.1 is prahibited wilhoulf,rtt obtafnlngwrltlen corisentfrom EC/ and l11ter-County Energy 

CoOJN1Nl1ive. 27 



Natural Pruning Details 

Improper Trimming Techniques 

.J 

(1)'. Note improper 
cut mode 
"flush" to trunk 

�.I � I 

' 
· l I' 

I 

Details of improper trimming and proper natural pruning techniques are shown here. 
The branch at left above was cut back to a lateral that Is too small. Branches should 
be cut back to a lateral that is at least one-third the size of the branch being 
removed as shown at left below. If a proper lateral is not available, the branch 
should be cut back to the trunk. Note that the remaining limb should be trimmed in 
a manner that meets the minimum clearance requirements while "training" it to grow 
away from the conductors. When l!mbs growing toward the conductors cannot be 
trimmed to meet these requirements, they should be removed back to the truck of 
the tree. 

The cut shown at right above is an improper flush cut where the branch collar was 
removed. The cut at right below shows the proper method to remove the branch i:ll 
the trunk. leaving the branch collar but not a stub. 

The CONTRACTOR shall remove all past stubbing, correctly pruning these limbs 
back to a lateral one third the size of the parent limb, or removing them back to the 
trunk of the tree, to promote proper callus formation. Removal back to the trunk wlll 
be the preferred method when it would create a ''cleaner" appearance and minimize 
future re-growth and pruning. 

Proper Pruning Techniques 

l [1
I I))

Note proper angle of 
;\ �\ collar cut 

{: 

j 

I I\: I I I 

\1 
.l 1' /1 I•\ 
I \ \ I I 

This document co>1/ams information that Is prapr/elary to EC! =ri Inter-County Eriergy Cooperative. Review 
or use by other parlie.s is prohlbUed w/thoutfrr3t obtaining 1JrWen consenl from EC! rmd Jnter-Cou11ty Energy 
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1. TOP PRUNING

Before Top Pruning 

After Top Pruning 

Top pruning involves cutting back large portions of the upper crown of the tree. Top 
pruning is often required where a tree is located ·directly beneath a line. The main 
leader or leaders are cut back to a suitable lateral. (The lateral should be at least 
one-third the diameter of the limt:> being removed,) While most cuts should be made 
with a saw; a hydraulic or manual pole pruner is still required to properly prune the 
small lateral limbs that cannot be properly pruned using a pole saw. 

For the sake of appearance and to limit the amount of regrowth, it is best not to 
remove more than one-fourth of the crown when top pruning. In certain specles, 
removal of too much or the crown may result in death of the tree. 

,. 

Top pruning is g.enerally required to address the situation where a tall growing tree 
has been planted qr grown underneath the lines. Top pruning should NOT be used 
on those trees that are located partially under the line, where part of the tree could 
be trained to grow away from and/or beside the line, unless specifically required by 
the property owner and approved by the utility, Side pruning is discussed below. 

This document contains lnfor111alfon that Is proprietary to EC! and Inter-Coumy Energy Cooperattve. Re�iew 
or use by other parties ts prohibited lflJlhout fir.vi obtaining written consenJfrom EC/ an.d lntttr-County Energy 
Cc,cptralive. 29 



Before Side Pruning 

After Side Pruning 
Rural - R/W areas 

2. SIDE PRUNING IN NON-RESIDENTIAL RIGHT-OF-WAY AREAS

In non-residential or rural light of way situations side pruning consists of cutting back 
or removing the side branches that are threatening the conductors from ground to 
sky. Side pruning is required where trees are growing adjacent to utility lines. Limbs 
should be removed at a lateral branch or the main trunk wherever possible to 
minimize future re-growth. All branches beneath the conductors should be removed 
to prevent them from growing up into the lines. Avoid unsightly notches in the tree, if 
possible. 

3. SIDE PRUNING IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS

In residential situations, where the tree to be trimmed is part of a lawn or landscape 
setting it is often necessary to leave a "shelf of branches below the phone cable 
level, or at least 12-15 feet below the primary level. While this is NOT a preferred 
pruning method, it ls commonly required in residential areas in order to maintain as 
much of the natural appearance, screening and shade value of the tree as possible. 
Trees that would require excessive pruning or create serious visual impj;)cts for the 
property owner should be candidates for removal. 

When shelf pruning is performed the remaining branches shall be trimmed so as to 
train them to grow in a horizontal direction, or down and away from the conductors. 

Thi� r/Qcumer,J CQn/ains i'lffQrmat/Qn that Is proprietary to EC/ and lnler•Cou.nty Energy Cooperative. Review 
or use by other parties is prohibited 111//ho11tfrrsl obtai11mg i,rltte11 consent from EC! and lnler-County Energy 
C oopitraliv�. 30 



5. COMBINATIONS

It may be necessary to combine several pruning types in order to achieve a good
looking job and to obtain adequate clearances. 

Improper Trimming Methods 

6. SIDE TRIM: STUBBING

This is done. by stubbing off portions of limbs 
along the side of the tree to obtain clearance. 
Cutting off portions of limbs (leaving stubs} to 
obtain clearance creates many fast-growing 
suckers that become a serious line clearance 
problem. Corrective pruning will be required to 
eliminate and repair past stubbing practices 
when they are encountered. 

7. "SHAPING" AROUND LINES

;'Shaping" is done by trimming limbs in an arc to 
obtain clearance. This unsightly method of 
trimming leaves branches above the 
conductors that could bend or break, causing 
outages. Shaping also creates many fast
growing suckers. 

This document contains information that is proprietary to ECJ and irrfe1<-Co1D1ty E-,1ergy Coo�rattve. Review 
or use by other parrz'elf is prohibited 1vilhuurftrst obtainlrig 1vrltten consent from ECI am! inter-County Enitt·gy 

CooperoJive. 32 



8. POLLARD ING

Pollarding Is done by stubbing off major limbs 
to greatly reduce the size of the tree crown. The 
result is not only unsightly, but promotes a 
multitude of fast-growing suckers that sprout from 
the stubs. The combination of stubbing and re
sprouting leads to weak limb attachments, 
disease and decay, which then lead to a serious 
reliability and line clearance problem. 

Pollard1ng is unacceptable. 

9. ROUNDING OVER

Rounding over (or shearing) is done by 
making many small cuts so that the treetop 
is sheared in a uniform line. This creates 
an unhealthy tree condition and results in 
rapid regrowth of suckers· directly toward 
the electric conductors. 

When a round over is done using a 
pole saw the trimmer usually leaves 
numerous stubs, rather than following drop 
crotch and directional pruning principles. 
This stubbing commonly leads to decay, 
disease and rapid re-growtti. This 
condition is unacceptable, except When 
mandated by customer requirements, and 
even then should be a last resort 

When a round over must be done, it 
shall be completed using the proper 
hydraulic or manual pruning tools, following 
the proper collar cut procedures. Stubbing 
is unacceptable. The utility shall be notified 
before a round over Is performed. 

This document conta111s fr,/OTm1Jtion that is proprieta,y to ECI and Inter-County Energy Cooperalh!e. Review 
or- use by other par Iles Is prohibited without first obtaining written consent from EC/ and J11ter..County Energy 
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